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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR LASER POWER ON METALS IN
CONTACT WITH HIGH EXPLOSIVES- EXPERIMENTAL AND

CALCULATIONAL RESULTS

Frank Roeske
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550

and

Kenneth H. Carpenter
Kansas State University

261 Rathbone Hall, Manhattan, KS 66506-5204

Measurements have been made to determine safe levels of laser exposure on
common metals used in contact with high explosive (HE) samples. Laser light is often
used on metals in contact with HE during alignment procedures and experimental data
collection. The measurements look at temperature rise of the surface of the metal in
contact with HE when laser energy is incident on the opposite side of the metal. The
temperature rise was measured as a function of incident laser power, spot size, metal
composition and metal thickness. Numerical simulations were also performed to solve
the two-dimensional heat flow problem for the experimental geometry. In order to allow
a single numerical simulation to represent a large number of physical cases, the equations
used in the simulation were expressed in terms of dimensionless variables. The
normalized numerical solutions can then be compared with the various experimental
configurations used. Calculations and experiment agree well over the range measured.

INTRODUCTION

Lasers are commonly used in
experiments involving high explosives
(HE). During the setup phase of the
experiments alignment lasers are often
used to precisely locate optical
measurements on the sample surface.
The alignment laser sometimes consists
of a high-power laser that will be used
later in the experiment during detonation
but is operated at a much-reduced power
for alignment purposes. The most
common modes of operation with these
lasers are when the laser beam impinges
upon an explosive encased in a metal

and when the beam impinges directly
upon the explosive’s surface.

Most of the lasers operated in the
alignment mode are of low enough
power so as not to be of concern to
experimenters during manned operation.
Safety questions arise, however, when
multiple-laser spots are focused onto the
experiment simultaneously and when the
laser spot size becomes very small, on
the order of 100 lain or less. Additional
concerns arise when a high-power laser
is being used in an attenuated mode for
alignment purposes. One must look at



the maximum credible power that could
reach the sample in a failure mode of the
laser or the attenuation mechanism.

Calculations can be performed to
estimate the maximum laser power that
will cause a reaction and indeed,
calculations should play a significant
part in determining the safe level of
operation. Calculations, however,
should be verified by experiment before
they are relied upon for safety purposes.
Once a set of calculations have been
experimentally verified then one might
consider using such calculations to
estimate power levels in new situations
that have not been experimentally
measured, but only if a strict set of
calculational parameters are used
pertaining to the new situation and the
relationship of these parameters to safety
considerations have been included in the
previous experimental verification.

A methodology and philosophy of
measurement need be established to
make meaningful measurements to
establish safety limits when working in
manned operations where laser beams
are impinging upon cased and bare
explosives. One such method we have
used at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) is described in this
paper. Numerical two-dimensional
calculations performed at Kansas State
University are our first attempt at finding
the most simple approach to obtaining a
good prediction capability.

EXPERIMENTAL

When the HE is encased in metal
the only credible way for the CW
alignment laser to create a problem is by
heating the metal to a temperature that
could cause a reaction to begin in the
HE. The most thermally sensitive of the

common explosives we use at LLNL,
PETN, does not show significant
exothermic reaction below a temperature
of 150 C. By determining what laser
and experimental parameters will
produce temperatures of this order on the
surface of the metal in contact with the
HE we can establish a set of safe and
practical guidelines.

To simplify the experiments one
need not even use HE as long as a
material that simulates its thermal
conductivity is placed on the back
surface of the metal under test. These
experiments explore the temperature rise
of the surface of a metal plate opposite
the laser irradiation as a function of
incident laser power, laser spot size, type
of metal and the thickness of the metal.

The experimental arrangement is
shown in figure 1. A 7.62 x 7.62 cm
square of metal was clamped to an
aluminum holder which served as a heat
sink for the experiment. The distance
from the irradiated spot to the holder
was 3.5 cm. A 1.0 cm thick piece of
Styrofoam was epoxied to the back of
the metal to simulate the worst case
thermal conductivity of typical
explosives. A type K thermocouple
junction was placed on the back surface
of the metal, under the Styrofoam,
directly behind the position of the
irradiated spot which is on the opposite
surface of the metal. A small dab of
vacuum grease was placed on the
thermocouple junction- metal interface
to aid in the thermal contact. The
junction itself was 1.0 mm in diameter.

The procedure used was to first
use very low laser power to align the
beam spot on the target metal. Next the
sample holder was removed and a
Coherent Beamcode analyzer was put in
its place to measure the spot size. This
step can be repeated for various sample





where u is the specific internal energy.
Further, du/dt = CdT/dt where C is the
specific heat of the material at temperature
T. The result of these equations with eq. 1 is

V2T = (C/k)dT/dt (2)

When thermal equilibrium is reached, T
obeys Laplace’s equation: V2T = 0.

In order to allow a single numerical
simulation to represent a large number of
physical cases, the equations to be simulated
should be expressed in terms of
dimensionless variables. We choose the
thickness of the plate, taken to be w, as the
unit of length. The normalized coordinate
perpendicular to the flat surface of the plate
will be z, which is actual length divided by
w. The normalized radial coordinate is r, so
that 0 < r < R/w, where R is the radius at
which the plate is clamped with the circular
clamp. Then eq. 2 becomes

(1/r)0/Or(r0T/0r) + 32T/0z2 = 0, (3)

where symmetry in the rotation about z and
thermal equilibrium are assumed.

If the laser beam has a total power P and

effective radius rl, the power density in the
beam is P/grl2. At constant power density,
eq. 1 shows the normal derivative (on the
z=0 side of the disk with respect to the
dimensionless coordinate z) at the place of
laser incidence is

-0T/0z = (1 - p)Pw/0t r12k (4)

where p is the reflection coefficient for the
laser beam at the metal surface. To allow a
simple value of one for the normal
derivative boundary condition for numerical
simulation we replace the actual temperature
T by F’ with

T = (1 - p)(Pw/(1t q2k))F’ (5)

Now the fully normalized equation is eq. 3
with T replaced by F’ and with boundary

conditions 3F’/Oz = -1 on z = 0, 0< r _< rl/w.
On numerical simulation it is observed

that the radial flow of heat becomes uniform
throughout the radial cross section of the
metal disk before r = 10 for cases having

q/w < 8. Thus it is sufficient, for disks
having R/w > 10 to carry out numerical
simulation only to r = 10 and use an analytic
solution for r > 10. For r > 10 one has no
variation in z so the problem becomes one-
dimensional with analytic solution

F’ = -Kln(rw/R) + F0’, (6)

where F0’ is the normalized ambient
temperature at the clamped radius R of the
plate. This results in boundary condition for
the simulation of F’ = -Kln(10w/R) + F0’ 
r= 10.

Next, note that conservation of energy in
the steady state heat flow requires that the
total heat flux in equals total heat flux out.
Thus since normalized heat flux density out
can be expressed at r = 10 as -0F’/Or = K/r =
K/10 and normalized heat flux density in has
been taken as one, the requirement becomes

27t10K/10 = 7t(rl/w)2 or K = (1/2) (rl/w)2.

Finally, we replace F’ by F = F’ - F’[r=_10
so that the equation to be solved numerically
and its boundary conditions are

(1/r)O/0r(rOF/Or) + O2F/0z2 = 0,

OF/Oz = -1, z=0, 0 < r < rl/w,
F=0 0<z<l, r=10, and
0F/0n = 0, all other surfaces

(7)

Thus the problem has been reduced to a two-

dimensional, one parameter (q/w) study (as
long as the parameter R/w is sufficiently
large).

The relationship of normalized to
unnormalized values is

T = (1 - p)( P w/(~ q2k)) 

(1/2) (rl/w)2 ln(R/10w) } + O (8)











¯ The spot size of the laser beam on
the metal casing shall be limited to _> 0.2
mm.

¯ The thickness of the metal plate
shall be >_ 0.25 mm

¯ The number of spots allowed to
be illuminated at one time shall be
<_ 20 for A1, Cu and Ta but shall be
limited to 5 for SS. The only
materials approved for use with the
above limitations are: Cu, A1, Ta
and stainless steel. All other metals
shall be limited to one spot.

¯ The wavelength of the laser used
be limited to the range from 500 nm to 800
rim.

¯ When a single laser beam is
incident upon cased explosives the
power level shall be limited to < 25
mW with the spot size > .2 mm and
the metal thickness > 0.25 mm for
A1, Cu, Ta and SS. Temperature
rise measurements must be made for
all other metals and a peer review
take place for power levels > 5 mW
and _< 25 mW.

¯ The power shall be limited to < 7
mW for a laser beam of 532 nm on
the bare explosives listed in table 1.
All other explosives must be
measured at the laser wavelength to
be used and a peer review take place
before manned operations are
allowed.

We believe these recommendations are
safe and yet allow most alignment
operations to take place without undue
limitations. The recommendations are
conservative but practical. Safety must

always be the first concern when dealing
with high explosives.
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